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Abstract 

 
Understanding of gene regulatory networks requires discovery of expression modules within gene co-expression 

networks and identification of promoter motifs and corresponding transcription factors that regulate their expression. 

A commonly used method for this purpose is a top-down approach based on clustering the network into a range of 

densely connected segments, treating these segments as expression modules, and extracting promoter motifs from 

these modules. Here, we describe a novel bottom-up approach to identify gene expression modules driven by known 

cis-regulatory motifs in the gene promoters. For a specific motif, genes in the co-expression network are ranked 

according to their probability of belonging to an expression module regulated by that motif. The ranking is 

conducted via motif enrichment or motif position bias analysis. Our results indicate that motif position bias analysis 

is an effective tool for genome-wide motif analysis. Sub-networks containing the top ranked genes are extracted and 

analyzed for inherent gene expression modules. 

This approach identified novel expression modules for the G-box, W-box, site II, and MYB motifs from an 

Arabidopsis thaliana gene co-expression network based on the graphical Gaussian model. The novel expression 

modules include those involved in house-keeping functions, primary and secondary metabolism, and abiotic and 

biotic stress responses. In addition to confirmation of previously described modules, we identified modules that 

include new signaling pathways. To associate transcription factors that regulate genes in these co-expression 

modules, we developed a novel reporter system. Using this approach, we evaluated MYB transcription factor-

promoter interactions within MYB motif modules. 
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